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There is a strong movement among
evangelicals today to emphasize “in-
telligent design” as the argument of
choice against naturalism and Darwin-
ian evolution. The movement is also
called “mere creation” or “the wedge
movement,” the idea being to avoid
controversial subjects such as the Bib-
lical doctrine of creation in talking to
evolutionists. Any discussion of a
young earth, six-day creation, a world-
wide flood and other Biblical records
of early history will turn off scientists
and other professionals, they say, so we
should simply use the evidence of in-
telligent design as a “wedge” to pry
them loose from their naturalistic pre-
mises. Then, later, we can follow up this
opening by presenting the gospel, they
hope.

But this approach, even if well-
meaning and effectively articulated,
will not work! It has often been tried in
the past and has failed, and it will fail
today. The reason it won’t work is be-
cause it is not the Biblical method.

The famous book, Natural Theol-
ogy, written two centuries ago by Will-
iam Paley, profoundly impressed
Charles Darwin with the evidence of
design in nature. But it didn’t lead him
to Christ. Instead, he embarked on a
lifelong quest to find an alternative to

the Christian God as an explanation of
apparent design. This quest led him to
the “discovery” of natural selection as
that desired alternative, and this con-
cept soon became the worldview of the
western world.

There are, indeed, innumerable evi-
dences of “intelligent design” in the
world, from the stars in their courses to
the insects in the forests. Isaac Asimov,
certainly one of the century’s outstand-
ing scientists and writers, called the
human brain “the most complex and
orderly arrangement of matter in the
universe.”1 But he still remained an
atheist.

Sir Julian Huxley, probably the
chief architect of neo-Darwinism, once
made the following remarkable state-
ment of faith in natural selection, after
discussing the complexity of the horse:

One with three million
noughts after it is the measure of
the unlikeliness of a horse—the
odds against it happening at all.
No one would bet on anything
so improbable happening: and
yet it has happened! It has hap-
pened, thanks to the working
of natural selection. . . .2

An even more remarkable example
of faith in the omniscient omnipotence
of natural selection appears in the fol-
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lowing recent statement:
The genetic code is the prod-

uct of early natural selection,
not simply random, say scien-
tists in Britain. . . . Roughly 1020

genetic codes are possible, but
the one nature actually uses was
adopted as the standard more
than 3.5 billion years ago . . . it
is extremely unlikely that such
an efficient code arose by
chance—natural selection must
have played a role.3

Thus natural selection not only “cre-
ates” new species, as Darwin thought,
but even the very code by which life
itself evolved and carries on. Although
100 billion billion different codes were
possible choices, natural selection
made the one right choice, and it did so
before any life existed at all, so the rea-
soning goes. All hail the power of natu-
ral selection!

It is obvious that neither “intelli-
gent design” nor “irreducible complex-
ity” nor any other such euphemism for
creation will suffice to separate a thor-
ough-going Darwinian naturalist from
his atheistic religion, in favor of God
and special creation.

On the other hand, a goodly num-
ber of atheists may convert to panthe-
ism through such arguments. The vari-
ous ethnic religions (Hinduism, etc.) all
accommodate design, and so do the
modern “New Age” cults and move-
ments. They agree that there must be
some kind of cosmic consciousness in
nature—call it Mother Nature, perhaps,
or Gaia (the Greek goddess of the
earth)—that enables the earth and the
cosmos to organize themselves into
complex systems.

The very fact that the uni-
verse is creative, and that the
laws have permitted complex
structures to emerge and de-
velop to the point of conscious-

ness—in other words, that the
universe has organized its own
self-awareness—is for me pow-
erful evidence that there is
something going on behind it
all. The impression of design is
overwhelming.4

 Design yes—but God, no! Davies
is a very eminent astronomer and has
received one of the famous Templeton
prizes for relating science and religion,
but he thinks modern evolutionary cos-
mology has proved the universe has “no
need for an external creator in the tra-
ditional sense.”5

It should not surprise us that de-
sign is not enough, for this is what the
Word of God tells us. Probably the two
greatest passages on the evidences of
intelligent design in nature are Psalm
19:1–6 and Romans 1:19–23—one in
the Old Testament, one in the New. Let
us, therefore, look briefly at these two
passages. First, Psalm 19.

The heavens declare the
glory of God; and the firmament
sheweth His handiwork. Day
unto day uttereth speech, and
night unto night sheweth knowl-
edge (vv. 1,2).
Thus the created cosmos continu-

ally displays wonderful evidences of
the glory and handiwork of God, for
everyone in every nation to see and hear,
night and day. Yes, but this very testi-
mony becomes an indictment against
them when they go on without believ-
ing Him.

The heavens do “declare the glory
of God,” but “all have sinned and come
short of the glory of God” (Romans
3:23). The evidence of design may im-
press the soul, but it will not save the
soul! But there is something that will,
for it does not fall short at all.

The law of the LORD is per-
fect, converting the soul: the tes-
timony of the LORD is sure,
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making wise the simple. The
statutes of the LORD are right,
rejoicing the heart: the com-
mandment of the LORD is pure,
enlightening the eyes. The fear
of the LORD is clean, enduring
for ever: the judgments of the
LORD are true and righteous
altogether (Psalm 19:7–9).
We must go to the Scriptures for sal-

vation. The scientific evidence for de-
sign and creation and the Creator are
vital to present to those who do not
know or believe the Bible (note Acts
14:15–17 and 17:22–29), but then they
must go to the Scriptures if they would
learn about the true God and His work
of creation and redemption.

Note also the message built around
Romans 1:19–23, also stressing the re-
ality, but the inadequacy, of so-called
natural revelation.

For the invisible things of Him
from the creation of the world
are clearly seen, being under-
stood by the things that are
made, even His eternal power
and Godhead; so that they are
without excuse (v.20).
In many marvelous ways, the fact

of God and the nature of God are clearly
revealed in His beautiful “poem” of cre-
ation (Greek, poiema, “things that are
made”). Nevertheless, those who see it,
“Professing themselves to be wise, (be-
come) fools” (v.22). In the ancient
world, they “changed the truth of God
[that is, His word, which is truth—John
17:17] into a lie, and worshipped and
served the creature [or ‘creation’] more
than the Creator” (v.25). These were the
pantheistic evolutionists of old Babylon
and Egypt and Greece and Rome.

And the modern New Agers are do-
ing exactly the same thing. They see
the wonderful evidences of design all
around them, but instead of turning to
the true Creator, the Lord Jesus Christ,

they worship nature instead, attribut-
ing all these marvelous evidences of
God’s eternal power and Godhead to
the creative cosmos. In so doing, they
are utterly “without excuse,” for the
evidence of God is all around them.

They are without excuse, but they
are also without salvation! The evi-
dence of intelligent design does not
bring them to Christ, but to Mother
Nature. Scientific creationism, which
incorporates the evidence of design
along with the overwhelming evidence
against any evolutionary substitute
(whether Darwinian atheism or New
Age Pantheism) is vitally important,
but it must be either followed by or ac-
companied by a sound presentation of
true Biblical creationism if it is to be
meaningful and lasting.

We call this body of evidence and
doctrine the study of scientific Bibli-
cal creationism. But this is still only
the foundation, not the complete sav-
ing gospel. Jesus Christ must then be
presented as not only the eternal Cre-
ator, but also as our redeeming Savior,
living Lord, and soon-coming King.
And that is enough for eternal salva-
tion to all who believe and follow Him.
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Many find it incredulous that a well-
organized movement exists which is
currently demanding that chimpan-
zees, gorillas, and orangutans be in-
cluded in a “community of equals” with
humans. But, as this article is being pre-
pared, just such a demand is being pro-
moted within the United Nations and
elsewhere.

Keep in mind that this bill addresses
the granting of human rights to apes,
not the guarantee of ethical treatment
of animals by humans. On the surface,
these “rights” sound high-minded, but
look more closely.

Humans in free countries (the
countries where the laws are targeted)
have been afforded certain r ights
which seem to have no counterpart in
the animal kingdom, such as the right
to privacy, free press, religious free-
dom, free speech, good education, right
to assemble, right to work, etc. Indeed,
an overzealous court creates and en-
forces new rights all the time. How could
these be applied, even in principle, to
apes?

With rights comes responsibility.
The denial of the right to life of an-
other (i.e., murder) requires that the
guilty party be held accountable. How
will animals be held accountable for
their actions?  If a gorilla commits “mur-
der” on a human or another ape (as is
common in the wild) does he go to the
electric chair? Few people would even
be so foolish as to encourage unlim-
ited freedom for apes, known for their
strength and ferocity. If a loose chimp
steals a picnic basket in the park, does
he go to jail?

Obviously, evolutionary
thinking undergirds such a per-
spective. True, the basic anatomy

is rather similar (we are more like a
chimp than a clam). So is the DNA with
similar genes accomplishing similar
functions. (We both digest food, grow
hair, etc.) Apes are even known to have
individual personalities (so do cats) and
can be taught to perform certain tasks in
response to command (as do trained dogs).

But claims of cognitive abilities
and emotional response of apes are no-
toriously subjective. Trainers often de-
velop deep bonds with their apes and
overstate trivial responses. Never, even
after years of training, has an ape ever
done anything that a human toddler
couldn’t learn quite easily. There are
vast differences.

The greatest gulf lies in the spiri-
tual area. No ape has any awareness of
right and wrong. They can be taught
certain behaviors, but there is no moral
comprehension in apes.

This difference is the essence of
what it means to be created in the im-
age of God. The Creator told us that the
apes were created “after their kind,” and
humans were created “in His image.”
This fact does not condone cruelty to
animals, and such is not implied here.
Human kind was placed here as the
Creator’s steward over creation, to
wisely care for it and the animals. But
we are not simply the highest animal.
We are the Creator’s image.

Only an emphatic denial of the cre-
ation worldview and one’s own ac-
countability to his Creator would lead
to such an escape from reason.

Should Apes Be Given Human Rights?
by John D. Morris, Ph.D.


